
Visit to Imbereheza of Never Again Fellowship on 7th Sept.2012 

 

 

This was a normal work visit done on a  regular basis in all cooperatives with the aim of providing 

essential consultation on their projects, assessing their hindrances to economic development, 

providing necessary  advice on their new business ideas, improving socialization with coop 

members by sharing on different aspects of life, updating them on ministry’s programs, updating 

them on any new information from the government concerning cooperatives, keeping them 

informed on cooperative importance and its management, doing monitoring and evaluation of 

their projects to ensure that they are on good track as well as informing them about anything 

concerning their donors. 

 

This visit was surprisingly done to Imbereheza ( Brighter Future) and this is one of Never Again 

Groups made by 235 members who are also divided into 5 smaller groups (A,B,C,D,E) to ensure 

a successful management of the entire coop as it is made by a big number of members. 

 

This group is particularly supported by American team known as “ World Dancers”. Goats and 

cows provided by those World Dancers have been visited on this day and there is much 

improvement as you see on the following photos and some stories. 

 



Photo of World Dancers in a photo frame  and it is kept by their beneficiaries at Never Again 

Fellowship 



Some of the members were found working in the field. They want to grow corn  



Keeping the photo of their donors has been such a joy and excitement for them; any time they are 

told about World Dancers, they bring that photo and show it again to each member of the group. 

They say they are lucky to have people who are both their sisters and donors  



Even their children know about World Dancers. This young boy was asked who are on the photo 

and he said ;”they are the sisters of my mother and they are our lovely supporters” 



Their cow project is greatly helping in their agricultural activities and they started producing milk 

. This cow recently had a calf 



Their cows are so much healthy, they take a good care of them; you can see how this one looks 

like as an example. This one remains with a little time to produce a baby cow, so they are 

happily expecting milk and a baby cow 





I, my wife and our children already experienced the kindness, good heart for poor, willingness to 

help and incredible love from our lovely sisters you see on this photo. They are our courage and 

hope makers, we thank them to infinity and beyond 



It has taken us time to believe that people like these 

are that mindful of us.  

 

It has been such a great honor for us among other 

society members that we are loved and supported in 

such a way like this. It is such a great courage and 

strength for us knowing that we are in the hearts of 

people very far away from us, Our hope has been 

fully brought back by our lovely sisters.  Your 

support in our farming projects is significantly 

changing things; we are fully moving from hunger 

into self-sufficiency and earning money from selling 

part of our food production because of your 

livestock that is producing  rich fertilizer for our 

crops and besides that we will soon be getting 

enough milk for our nutrients and market purpose 

to earn money for our other needs 

 

 

Dear sisters, your support and donations have impacted all levels of generations and gender; men 

and women, young and elderly ones. We really thank you and our thanks will be more expressed by 

our good care of your donations to us and making them so productive to benefit a big community. 

Joseph, group leader 



Almost all their goats have babies and most of them have twins 



We used to feel jobless but since we were given this goat, our way of thinking has changed, we 

already know that this goat is a great base and foundation of our family development. I and my 

children feel secured by the fact that we own a goat. There is a Rwandan saying which says that : 

Livestock rescues you in the time of crisis. This is why we proclaim that we feel secured. Donatha 



I need this baby goat to produce other goats before I sell it because I want to keep many goats 

and to sell others the same time. This goat has been so important in my family in terms of 

producing fertilizer and we are expecting money from it before longer. My focus is to 

transform this into a big business which will alone ensure my sustainability, and I am sure I’ll 

make it because the skills I got on entrepreneurship fro Justin are not in vain. I have to put 

them into action. I also need to prove to our donors that their donations are not in vain but 

they are being so productive. Eric 



All the baby goats you  find in a bit white color are from the cross breeding with a milk goat which 

was given to this group to try  the cross breeding program and this is being so successful, we have 

many baby goats from this milk goat and they grow very fast. The target is to have the full breeding so 

that each coop will be getting goat milk  



This is the milk goat which was given to the group. Only two coops were given such a goat but the 

focus is to give this kind of male goat to each coop to start the cross-breed which will help get the 

full breed 



This photo was taken while Mama Betsy was visiting this group on her 8th trip to Rwanda. This 

is the milk goat you saw above. 



This goat has brought joy we 

have ever had in our family, and 

it is not only joy but also hope 

for a better future as long as our 

economic development is 

concerned. 

 

I can imagine where this goat 

will bring my family. I used to 

collect compost all along the 

way in my village because I did 

not have any other source of 

fertilizer to be able to grow 

crops  and this was a very poor 

compost which was almost 

nothing but I am getting rich 

fertilizer from my goat and 

fertilizer from our coop cows, I 

don’t doubt saying that I am self-

sufficient. 

Many thanks to our donors.  



When you see how each family member including the very little kids enjoy having a goat, you 

realize that a goat is an economic asset and a family happiness maker  


